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THE SMALL PRINT
Thanks for your interest in this script. If you have any questions at all about technical issues, cast numbers, alternate
versions with or without a dame, please e-mail me at ca.lane@me.com
If you like the script, but it doesn't work for your stage or cast, then let me know – I have other versions and can often
tailor it to your needs at no extra cost.
If this is the PDF version, please forward it via e-mail to any colleagues involved in the script selection. It is in a secure PDF
form. If you cannot open it, you will need to download a free PDF reader - such as Adobe.) This may seem a bit awkward
of me but at least it is the whole script (most others only send you a bit and make you pay to see the whole thing). The
reason for this is that I have sent many scripts off and, though I usually have several in production around the world
every year, a few go off but I never hear any more – and I would hate to hear through the grapevine that someone saw
a panto remarkably similar to!
As soon as you have decided that you love this script I will send you a normal Word version. You can then make your own
adaptations to the local audience (and whatever is in the news at the time) in the marked grey areas only - the rest
has been proved to work in successful performances (and any necessary changes already made) so just trust the script
and don’t try to ‘improve’ it. You CAN cut out some songs or dances if you need to save time. Once you have made the
selections & adaptations then you can print as many as you want at no extra cost. You ARE allowed to print small
sections of it, e.g. just bits that the chorus need, but these must still have a title and © Chris Lane on it somewhere.
If you have any questions at all at any time during production (such as "How do Snow White's dwarfs juggle the
sausages?") I will be delighted to answer them; I have directed all of these pantos and can help you with just about
anything!
Happy reading! Chris Lane
BE SURE TO DELETE THIS PAGE BEFORE YOU PRINT CAST VERSIONS OF THE SCRIPT
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Frequently Asked Questions:
QUESTION: Can we alter the script?
ANSWER: Certain bits only. It is designed to be adapted to make the local jokes work (there are specially highlighted
grey bits with hints). Please do add “Adapted for *** Drama Club by Fred Jones” or whoever did this. Also adapt it if
you have to change the sex of a character (ideally not during the performances, but accidents do happen) but you
cannot take chunks out of it and use it in “your own” work: small legal thing called ‘copyright’. Someone will ‘dob’ on
you - they always do. And you cannot rewrite bits of it; though you may think it hilarious it may not be - and it will
have my name on it!
QUESTION: Are there any other petty demands?
ANSWER: Yes: I need to know where and when performances would take place. In part this also alerts me if you are
putting on the same show as another club nearby.
QUESTION: Is that all?
ANSWER: Almost - but you must put my name on all posters and programs and all copies of the script must have this
somewhere: © Chris Lane Aug-18
MORE BORING BUT LEGAL SMALL PRINT
This script is the copyright of Chris Lane who reserves all rights to it, including stage, motion picture, radio, television, public
reading and translation into foreign languages.
No part of this publication may lawfully be reproduced in any form or by any means – photocopying, typescript, recording
(including video recording), manuscript, electronic, mechanical or otherwise – or be transmitted or stored in a retrieval
system, including the internet, without prior permission.
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SLEEPING BEAUTY PROBLEMS
The problems with Sleeping Beauty as a piece of drama are:
1. you introduce some funny characters then put them to sleep for 100 years and they are
effectively out of the show until the Finale;
2. if you’re playing the Prince you can often be left to sit in the dressing room until Act II
To overcome this (without having to resort to silly gimmicks such as time machines) I have made
the Evil Fairy and her side-kick the comedy roles as they do not go to sleep and are on stage
throughout. I have also structured it so that the actors who will eventually play Beauty and the
Prince CAN be in it from the opening curtain – playing their own parents or ancestors (this
makes the most of their singing skills in the first musical number, traditionally a problem area as
your principals are still waiting in the wings, and it also stops them getting bored waiting to
come on). However – this does mean that you need to get your head around the structure of
who plays what and when, so just concentrate on this page – the rest gets easier, honest.
PRINCE: played by two separate actors – 1) small child and 2) young adult.
1) ACT I: Scene 1 – the Christening: Prince PEPPIN the 2nd: a small child about 5 to 8 years old.
2) ACT I: Scene 3 and 5: Prince PEPPIN the 2nd: as a young adult, about 5 to 8 years above the age of
Princess Beauty in this scene. Either male or female (Principal ‘Boy’)
3) ACT II: 100 years later. Prince PEPPIN the 5th. The same actor as PEPPIN the 2nd in Scene 3 & 5
but with/without the wig / moustache or whatever you used for disguise earlier. Different
costume as well – fashions change in 100 years!

While you are deleting these pages go through the script and look for any bits you can legally
change: GREY BITS that will need some local names or places putting in (you can also leave
them to be added by the cast closer to the production date)
You may also want to change the sex of a character to fit your choice of cast, which may need
some slight tweaking. I can help here if needed. Do not try to change the sex of an actor.
There are legal and hygiene reasons for this.
In addition, you may know the SONGS you want and can put in the titles or even the words
before you print the scripts (so nobody can say they lost them). Good luck! Get in touch if
you need advice! Ca.lane@me.com
Chris Lane
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SLEEPING BEAUTY CHARACTERS
GOOD FAIRY: STARGLOW PRETTY-PRETTY DEW-SHINE (Fairy Starlight): In several scenes. Can be
any age as she never ages. Does not really sing anything by herself. Tends to dance merrily /
balletic and speak in a sing-song voice. COULD BE A ‘DAME’ ROLE!
EVIL FAIRY: TOADLICK GOAT-STRANGLER (Fairy Toadlick): In virtually every scene. Any age, but
ideally not a youngster. No singing of anything serious but needs to be able to do slapstick.
COULD ALSO BE A DAME ROLE IF NEEDED! OR JUST MALE.
HENCHMAN: Yurinn User Spacewaste. Could be any age or gender. No singing.
PIMPLEVANIA ROYAL FAMILY
• KING PEPPIN THE 1ST of PIMPLEVANIA: ACT 1 ONLY: Father of Prince PEPPIN the 2nd and
ancestor of PEPPIN the 5th. (In Act 2 could be a barman in the opening scene) NEEDS TO SING
• QUEEN PETRONELLA of PIMPLEVANIA: ACT 1 ONLY: Wife of King PEPPIN the 1st. (In Act 2 could
be a barmaid) NEEDS TO SING
• PRINCE PEPPIN THE 2ND of PIMPLEVANIA: SCENE 1 ONLY. About 5 to 8 years old. Son of King
PEPPIN the 1st.
• PRINCE PEPPIN THE 2ND of PIMPLEVANIA: GOOD FAIRY’S GARDEN SCENE 3 & BIRTHDAY PARTY
SCENE 5: (5 years older than Princess Beauty). Same actor as Peppin 5th in Act 2. NEEDS TO
SING. Can be male or female (Principal Boy)
• PRINCE PEPPIN THE 5TH of PIMPLEVANIA: ACT 2 ONLY: Same actor as Peppin 2nd in scenes 3 &5.
TINTINABULA ROYAL FAMILY
❖ KING BRENDAN of TINTINABULA: SCENE 1, 3, 5 and FINALE: kind ruler and good father of
Princess Beauty. NEEDS TO SING
❖ QUEEN FELICITY of TINTINABULA: SCENE 1, 3, 5 and FINALE: Mother of Princess Beauty and
Wife of King Brendan. NEEDS TO SING
❖ PRINCESS BEAUTY of TINTINABULA: Age about 20? From SCENE 3 on. NEEDS TO SING
HERALD TO THE TINTINABULA COURT – inclined to shout at odd times
PIG & PIGLET (one scene only) – one common and one posh
YOUNG PRINCES & PRINCESSES (Young Chorus): All palace scenes (optional)
ELVES/GOBLINS (Young Chorus) (optional)
COURTIERS, SOLDIERS & SERVANTS (Adult chorus)
PUPPETEERS
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SLEEPING BEAUTY: SCENES
ACT I: SCENE 1: BALLROOM
FULL STAGE
ACT I: SCENE 2: THE TOWER OF FAIRY TOADLICK
SIDE STAGE
The poisons scene.
ACT I: SCENE 3: THE GARDEN OF THE COTTAGE OF FAIRY STARGLOW
FULL STAGE
ACT I: SCENE 4: THE TOWER OF FAIRY TOADLICK
The electricity scene.
ACT I: SCENE 5: BALLROOM
ACT I: SCENE 6: THE PALACE SPINNING ROOM
HALF TABS
Pricking the finger scene
ACT I: SCENE 7: BALLROOM
INTERVAL
ACT II: SCENE 8: A HUNTING LODGE
FULL STAGE
ACT II: SCENE 9: THE TOWER OF FAIRY TOADLICK
The boredom scene. The dragon plates.
ACT II: SCENE 10: OUTSIDE THE ANCIENT CASTLE OF KING BRENDAN
FULL STAGE
The dragon scene
ACT II: SCENE 11: INSIDE THE CASTLE
HALF TABS
The kiss scene
ACT II: SCENE 12: BALLROOM
The waking up scene
ACT II: SCENE 13
Community song / kiddies scene
ACT II: SCENE 14: BALLROOM
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The Finale

SLEEPING BEAUTY
by Chris Lane
ACT I: SCENE 1: BALLROOM OF KING BRENDAN AND QUEEN FELICITY:
THE CHRISTENING OF PRINCESS BEAUTY
A magnificent ballroom with everybody on stage except Fairy Starglow, Fairy Toadlick and Yurinn.
King Brendan & Queen Felicity can be on their thrones, beside them are their guests King Peppin the
1st and Queen Petronella. Courtiers are dancing; royal children could be running about & playing
with hobby horses, wooden swords, etc. There could be a jester.
OPENING NUMBER (virtually the full company.)
KING BRENDAN: Greetings, people of Tintinabula! My wife, Queen Felicity, and I wish to thank you
all for coming to the christening of Princess Beauty!
Cheers.
QUEEN FELICITY: Yes; King Brendan and I thank you all for being with us on this happy, happy day.
KING BRENDAN: And a special thanks to our allies from over the seas: King Peppin of Pimplevania,
and his beautiful wife, Queen Petronella. (All bow)
KING PEPPIN: No, no, no – it is you, King Brendan that we must thank. With your friendship our two
countries, Tintinabula and Pimplevania, have been at peace, and together we have stood strong
against the tides of war that circle us.
QUEEN PETRONELLA: Now – my ears don’t wish to hear any talk of war; after all – they are the ears
of a queen you know.
QUEEN FELICITY: (ignores others raised eyebrows) Indeed. Well spoken, Queen Felicity. My ears
are also those of a queen – and agree with you.
KING BRENDAN: Very true, my dear. We even invited King Septimus to be here at this christening,
but the old devil has a baby daughter of his own – called “Cecily” and – “coincidence” - she is
being christened on this very day!
KING PEPPIN: Really?! I am sure I received no invitation to that! Did we dear?
QUEEN PETRONELLA: No, my dear; we did not.
QUEEN FELICITY: I cannot believe that anyone of any importance has gone to that other
christening!
QUEEN PETRONELLA: Indeed. I mean – I am here and I am a queen! And look – (indicating
audience) – even the common folk have made an effort!
KING BRENDAN: (peering into audience) Not too sure about that one. There – that one. See? (They
peer & agree)
QUEEN FELICITY: Hush now. (Puts wifely hand on his arm) Herald!
HERALD: (Has appeared directly behind them; shouts random words far too loud) Your highness!!
QUEEN FELICITY: (In alarm) Oh me. (Calms) Herald; do we not have the finest people from
throughout the land?
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HERALD: Indeed, highness. Not one person of Himportance has been left out. From the mightiest
Kings and Queens (checks she is happy with that – she is) and also Princes, Princesses, Lords,
Ladies, ANYBODY IN AUDIENCE OF NOTE and ... by no means least ...fairies! Fairy Starglow!
(They all turn to look for Fairy Starglow)
FAIRY STARGLOW: (Enters flustered) I’m here! (To audience?) Hello all! Having a nice time? Right:
do you want me to do the bunny trick now? (Starts to produce bunny from cloak / bag. Music.
Starts to do poor trick)
KING BRENDAN: (has seen the trick a lot!) Not at all! (Stops her) Fairy Starglow: your tricks are not
needed! You are here as a guest!
FAIRY STARGLOW: Am I? Super! I am very pleased to be here, (wobbly curtsey) your majestics.
QUEEN FELICITY: (To Queen Petronella) Have you met our fairy? King Peppin, Queen Petronella, let
me introduce you to the wisest and kindest fairy in the land: Fairy Starglow Pretty-Pretty DewShine.
FAIRY STARGLOW: Oh – get on with you; I’m just an ordinary, every-day, working fairy. (Looks
embarrassed) Are you sure you don’t want to see the bunny trick now? (Tries again but is
stopped; most people look relieved) No? Oh! Ah... Nearly forgot! I’ve brought a present for baby
Beauty. (Looks in cloak / bag finding nothing) It’s here somewhere...
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 2ND: (To King Peppin) Father! Father! Didn’t we bring the baby a present?
QUEEN PETRONELLA: Peppin. Peppin! Your son is trying to tell you something. Take notice – he is
the son of a queen, you know!
KING PEPPIN: What is it, Prince Peppin?
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 2ND: We brought the baby a present as well. Can we give it to her now?
KING PEPPIN: The present! How could we forget! How clever of you to remind me; what a clever
little fellow. (To others, proudly) Prince Peppin the Second! (Prince Peppin bows) Yes; we
brought her a present. Err. (Checks pockets) Where is it my dear?
QUEEN PETRONELLA: Your memory, dear. Luckily, I have the memory of a queen. Here.
HERALD: (loudly; frightening everyone) We shall now do the presenting Hof the gifts to Princess
Beauty!
Queen P hands gift to Prince to put by baby’s cot. Fairy Starglow has to be nudged again. She jumps, hurries
to the cot with a small gift.
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 2ND: Is that for the baby?
FAIRY STARGLOW: Yes, it is, Prince Peppin.
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 2ND: Prince Peppin the SECOND!
FAIRY STARGLOW: Oh, right, Prince Peppin the SECOND. Yes – it’s a present for Princess Beauty.
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 2ND: (shyly but meaningfully) I like presents.
FAIRY STARGLOW: Well that’s a relief, I must say. I was afraid you didn’t like presents. Because I’ve
brought you one!
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 2ND: It’s not that bunny trick again, is it?
FAIRY STARGLOW: (It plainly was about to be) Oh – have you seen it before? (He nods) Oh – right –
then it’s not that – it’s a REAL present!
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 2ND: For me?! (Looks at parents who signal it is OK) Ooh – what is it?
FAIRY STARGLOW: What? (Thinks – teasing him. Takes bunny out of hiding place while she
searches. Puts it back) Oh yes! Here! (If necessary she can signal to a page boy/girl to fetch
beautifully decorated but clearly wooden sword)
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 2ND: (Holds it up) A sword! Look! A sword! (Flourishes it)
QUEEN PETRONELLA: And, if it is from Fairy Starglow, it will not be just any ordinary sword!
FAIRY STARGLOW: It’s not? (Moment of panic) Oh no – you’re right! Yes! Your mother’s right.
(Brings him closer to aud to tell him the secret) This sword has a magic power; it ... it.... (Teasing)
... can open a jar of Marmite! No.... when your hands are full it will scratch your bottom for you!
No... ummm.
I remember! It can only be used once, (Peppin looks sad) BUT! But that one time will be to find
the one true love of whoever carries it! (Looks proud)
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PRINCE PEPPIN THE 2ND: (looks at it a bit disappointed) Oh. That’s a bit soppy. (Brighter; waves
sword a few times) Don’t you have one that can chop the head off giants?
KING BRENDAN: (Alarmed by the vigorous waving near his nose) It is a wonderful sword; go and
practice with it, Peppin – the Second! So, Fairy Starglow – what gift did you have for Princess
Beauty?
FAIRY STARGLOW: It is just a book. I’m sure it’s nowhere near as exciting or expensive (Rumbling /
distant thunder starts) as all these fine things but I always say that a book is ... is... (Looks
around in alarm as a rumbling sound gets louder)
KING BRENDAN: What on earth?! (They all cluster together, facing outwards) Guards? Guards!!
Depending on resources there could by a pyro or a brief black-out, or a guest could transform, or
use a trapdoor or something magical but suddenly Fairy Toadlick is standing centre stage. Crash
and flash of lightening. Evil burst of music / dramatic chords. All leap back in alarm. Any guards
move toward her but she points and paralyses them.
FAIRY TOADLICK: (Looks around as if surprised) What is this? Some sort of ... party? Hmm?
KING BRENDAN: Well ... er...
FAIRY TOADLICK: And everyone in their finest clothes? (Takes closer look at someone in audience)
Well – mostly. (Looks around) So – not just any old party I think?
QUEEN FELICITY: It is a christening. The christening of Princess Beauty.
FAIRY TOADLICK: Ah.... (Walks to look down at baby) Princess...... (Sneers) “Beauty”. Mm? Hmmm.
Perhaps the light in here is not good.
KING PEPPIN: (getting cross) Steady on now ... she is a beautiful baby! Who on earth do you think
you are to...? (Advances on her)
FAIRY TOADLICK: Me? Who am I? (Smiles horribly and makes him walk back before her) Why – I am
the one who can make every crop on your land wither and rot - and every beast in your fields
fall and die. One-two-three – WAP! (With finger & hand gestures) (Smiles even more) Mmm?
You were saying?
KING PEPPIN: You don’t frighten me – you – you –
QUEEN FELICITY: (Quickly trying to defuse things) King Peppin, Queen Petronella, let me introduce
you to the most powerful fairy in the land: the wise and (meaningfully, with a forced smile)
patient, Fairy Toadlick Goat-Strangler.
QUEEN PETRONELLA: (Advancing on her) We are charmed to meet you, Fairy Toadlick. Of course I
have heard of you, even in far off Pimplevania – I am a queen you know.
FAIRY TOADLICK: (Making her retreat) And I don’t give a warthog’s nose-picking whether you have
heard of me or not. (Goes nose to nose) I am an evil fairy you know!
QUEEN PETRONELLA: Oh my!
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 2ND: Warthog’s nose-picking! That’s jolly funny! (Chuckles.)
FAIRY TOADLICK: Hmm. Some people know how to show respect! (Looks at Prince & seems to relax.
Goes to him as if pleased, then jabs him in the eye. Cries from crowd & Starglow sneaks to help
him) (Toadlick looks at the gifts by the cot) What is all this junk? (Teasing maliciously) Party
bags? Do I help myself? (Picks one up)
QUEEN FELICITY: They are gifts! Gifts from our kind family and friends; gifts for our dear baby
daughter.
FAIRY TOADLICK: Ah. Very tasteful – not! (Throws to ground and stamps on it. Audible breaking.
Suddenly senses Starglow & turns slowly) Oh! You’re here!
FAIRY STARGLOW: Er – (Nervously) hello, Fairy Toadlick.
FAIRY TOADLICK: (Sneering) Fairy Starglow ‘Drippy-Drippy’ Dewshine? So?! Are you the kiddies’
entertainment? Mmm? Have you done the bunny trick yet? (Goes close menacingly & waves
hands at hidden bunny then smiles) Oh dear! You left it a bit too long, I fancy.
Fairy Starglow pulls out the bunny again but now it is plainly dead (longer, limper, paler; maybe
hanging by the neck?). Much shock from chorus.
FAIRY STARGLOW: You horrible woman!
FAIRY TOADLICK: Thank you. (Pause) How strange; (thinks) it must have got lost in the post. But the
mail is so unreliable.
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KING BRENDAN: What was lost in the post? You sent a gift?
QUEEN FELICITY: No – she means her invitation. My dear Fairy Toadlick; we never thought for one
moment that you would be so gracious as to attend our simple gathering. You cannot imagine
how delighted we are that you could find time to honour us with your...
FAIRY TOADLICK: (impatient) Oh, give it a rest. I was invited by King Septimus of Slugovia to the
christening of his stinky little brat – “Cecily”. (Horrid smile) But there’s no fun going where
you’re wanted!
KING BRENDAN: Our deepest apologies, we never thought – I mean we...
FAIRY TOADLICK: Not a problem. (Another horrid smile) I’m not one to get upset over silly little
things like: (Toward Herald) “Not one person of importance has been left out” – except me!
(They look speechless and awkward but she silences them) No problem. In fact – to show there
are no hard feelings ... I too shall give your little “Princess” a gift. (Goes to cot)
FAIRY STARGLOW: No! I don’t like this; she’s....
QUEEN FELICITY: Guards! Get her away from....
FAIRY TOADLICK: STOP! (With the flick of a hand she freezes the guards’ feet again) My gift to a
Princess?! What shall it be? Beauty itself? No – you seem to think she has that already.
Money? (Fingers gifts) Nope.
Love?! Ha. (Bitter) You don’t need love when you’re rich!
(Thinks) What then? (Thinks) I have it! (Sudden change from apparent reasonableness to rage)
Princess Beauty – I give you the gift of...
(Dramatic chords from orchestra) (To orchestra)
Thank you. I give: the gift of - a curse!
(More chords)
Yes! Before the sun sets on the day of your 18th (?) birthday Princess Beauty I shall return –
invited or not - and by my hand you shall die!!
(Nods at orchestra as if to say ‘now’. Dramatic chords again. Lightning?)
General cries of horror.
QUEEN FELICITY: Fairy Starglow! Stop this! Take this curse off her!
FAIRY STARGLOW: What? Me? (They push her toward Toadlick who squares up to her) Ooer! But ...
her curse is too strong... I don’t know what...
FAIRY TOADLICK: There is nothing you can do! Nothing! Once a curse is spoken it cannot be broken.
QUEEN PETRONELLA: There must be something. (To terrified husband King Peppin) As a queen I
command you to kill that woman!
FAIRY STARGLOW: No! (Stops him) A human can’t kill a powerful fairy! Only some stronger magical
creature can do that! There’s no way you could...
KING PEPPIN: But, but, but there must be something!
FAIRY TOADLICK: Ha! This will teach you that I am not to be ignored! Perhaps next time you will…
FAIRY STARGLOW: Wait! (They stop and listen) My gift! I haven’t given Princess Beauty my
christening gift! (Approaches the cot) Princess Beauty; I cannot take away this curse but I can
“bend it” a little – (looks around nervously) – you will not die – you will fall into a deep sleep; yes
– fall into a deep sleep, never aging, until... (inspired) until woken by love’s first kiss!
FAIRY TOADLICK: Grr. (Thinks) (suddenly) Yes; sleep… (Smiles horribly then gets cross) Sleep for a
hundred years! (Cries of outrage) (To baby) Sleep for a hundred years until all those you love
have died and withered and crumbled to dust and their very names are forgotten!
QUEEN FELICITY: But – you foul hag – you forget that if one of us gives her the lightest of loving
kisses then she will wake long before a hundred years!
FAIRY TOADLICK: ‘Foul hag’ – I rather like that. (Walks calmly up to her) I’m afraid it is not so simple
... it has to be...
FAIRY STARGLOW: Love’s first kiss.
FAIRY TOADLICK: (sarcastic) “Love’s first kiss”. Yes! Only true love’s first kiss can wake her from this
magic sleep. (They look confused) (Exasperated) Doh! From someone who has never been in
love before, and who loves her, AND who is her first love!
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QUEEN PETRONELLA: But, if she’s asleep, how can she ever get to meet someone for them to fall in
love with…?
FAIRY TOADLICK: It’s a problem, aint it! And to make things worse – if she is not woken by love’s
first kiss - when the sun sets, on the last day of those hundred years then she will awake as
normal – kissy or no kissy!
KING BRENDAN: Good!
FAIRY STARGLOW: No, bad. She means Beauty will be 118 years old and will die!
KING BRENDAN: This is a very complicated curse.
FAIRY TOADLICK: Yeah – tis a bit. Should have just turned her into a toad and got it over with.
Never mind. Next time.
BUT! Whichever way you look at it – Princess Beauty is doomed! Ha-ha-ha! Oh! (She stops and
talks to Herald) Were there any more of those little sausage rolls? No? Never mind. Ha-ha-ha!
(Evil laugh and she vanishes, perhaps with another pyro or at least thunder; if none at least get
to her to poke a small kid in the eye as she exits)
KING PEPPIN: That, that, that ‘woman’ – she, she, she...
QUEEN PETRONELLA: Not the time for anger. We must be cunning if we are to cheat that witch of
her evil reward, and – as a queen – one thing I DO know is how to be cunning! Fairy Starglow.
What if that evil woman cannot FIND Princess Beauty before that birthday?
QUEEN FELICITY: Yes; Fairy Starglow! Would that work?
FAIRY STARGLOW: Oo err. Umm. (Panics. Thinks) Well ... don’t know; I suppose you could take
Princess Beauty and hide her and then...
KING BRENDAN: Hide her?
FAIRY STARGLOW: What? Hide her: yes – far away; somewhere Fairy Toadlick can never find her.
KING BRENDAN: But...
QUEEN FELICITY: She’s right; I shall take her and...
FAIRY STARGLOW: No. No! You can’t! I mean - you could never hide, your highness; everyone in
this land knows your face – it’s all over the stamps! No, the baby must go without you; with
someone else. (Lots of volunteers step forward) Someone brave: not afraid that Toadlick will
find them, melt their ears off, turn them into slugs, and send them to live in LOCAL NAME.
(Volunteers slink back farther with each threat) (Inspired) OH! I know! I shall take her!
KING BRENDAN: Nonsense. I have enough soldiers here to keep a whole army away, one miserable
old woman could never...
QUEEN PETRONELLA: She already got past your guards!
QUEEN FELICITY: Yes; hiding her is the only answer. Terrible as it may seem; the safety of Beauty is
our first concern.
KING BRENDAN: But – eighteen years!!
FAIRY STARGLOW: And the sooner the better. I shall take her away now and she will not return
until it is safe. (She wraps the baby)
MUSIC STARTS
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 2ND: Why is she taking the baby away?
QUEEN PETRONELLA: Hush now, Peppin. Time to say goodbye.
SONG (like Spice Girls ‘goodbye’) The baby is carried out
BLACKOUT

ACT I: SCENE 2: THE TOWER OF FAIRY TOADLICK
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This can be a half-tabs scene or a side stage built on
a temporary rostra/stage blocks; it needs a door (but
you can do without) and a table or shelves with
several props: set of ancient bottles with no labels; a
tub or old container for scooping ‘antidote’; a range
of glasses or tankers going from tiny to enormous;
also a selection of plates with dragon patterns (they
could be in a box or bag but better if on display
throughout the show).
IMAGE: Axminster Drama Club.
FAIRY TOADLICK: There’s no point all you peasants booing OR what happened to the booing? It’s
not even as if you're very good at it. Not a patch on last year’s audience; real quality they were.
For goodness sake people – have you never BEEN to a panto before? Look – (fetches or reveals
very large sign saying BOO) I’ve had it printed out for you; Apologies to those of you from
LOCAL NAME who can’t read long words: it says “Boo”.
I know – let’s practice. First this side of the asylum. When I go “Ha-ha-ha-ha!!” you all go BOO as
best you can manage. Ready or not. Ah-ha-ha-ha!!” (Looks at them in disgust) Pathetic.
(Looks around & sees other half) You lot over there. Yes, you; and for goodness sake put some
effort into it. Ready or not. “Ah-ha-ha-ha!!” (Looks at them in disgust) Worse than that lot.
Oh – I give up. Next year I’ll play ANOTHER TOWN – they appreciate wickedness!
(Loud knocking, 3 different door bells and a large bell tolling)
(To person in front row or pianist)
Is that you? Is it time for your tablets? What? The doorbell? Who’d visit an evil fairy? (Opens
door – if you have one)
YURINN: (very annoyingly perky) Hello, hello, hello!
FAIRY TOADLICK: Yes?
YURINN: I am here about (looks smug) - the job!
FAIRY TOADLICK: No, you’re here about (starts to conjure) - to be turned into a frog.
YURINN: (disbelieving chuckle) No; stop messing about. Look – it says here (reads newspaper with
difficulty): ‘Wanted: enthusiastic, alert, intelligent delivery person: must have own transport
and (pause for effect) a good sense of direction: based in (LOCAL NAME BUT SOME DISTANCE
AWAY.) That’s here, right?
FAIRY TOADLICK: (takes ad & reads, looking at him doubtfully) Enthusiastic?
YURINN: Yes! (To aud) My mum made me come.
FAIRY TOADLICK: Alert?
YURINN: (mindlessly looking about for EXACTLY 3 seconds; suddenly :) Sorry, what?
FAIRY TOADLICK: Alert?!
YURINN: Yes! A-lert! (Searches pockets) I have one here somewhere.
FAIRY TOADLICK: Hmm.... Own transport?
YURINN: (indicates legs) Da-dah!
FAIRY TOADLICK: Intelligent?
YURINN: (after a hesitation). Alert!
FAIRY TOADLICK: And ‘good sense of direction: LOCAL NAME SOME DISTANCE AWAY. This is
LOCAL NAME not DISTANT LOCAL NAME!
YURINN: Close, eh? Do I get the job then?
FAIRY TOADLICK: No, you do not. I have absolutely no need of.... hang on. (To audience) This foolish
person could be just what I need. (To Yurinn) What is your name, fool?
YURINN: (recites carefully) Yurinn User Spacewaste.
FAIRY TOADLICK: ‘Yurinn’ – that’s a very odd name.
YURINN: Duh! Everyone says that! I am named after the first person in space: the Russian CosmoSnot … Yurinn Gagarin!
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FAIRY TOADLICK: Yuri. (Yurinn is puzzled) Yuri Gagarin – not URINE! Never mind; (to band or aud)
His/her mother must have been taking the pi...
YURINN: (quickly) And I worked out that my middle name is User.
FAIRY TOADLICK: User? How did you “work it out”?
YURINN: Ah-ha! Well, my mum’s only book is a dictionary!
FAIRY TOADLICK: A dictionary?
YURINN: Yeah – and she always says, in her book I’m next to ‘Useless’, so...
FAIRY TOADLICK: So you looked it up and...
YURINN: Yep – next to Useless it said ‘User’. Clever eh?
FAIRY TOADLICK: Good grief. You sound perfect: you’ve got the job. I am the Fairy Toadlick GoatStrangler.
YURINN: (perky & too chummy) Can I call you Toady?
FAIRY TOADLICK: (also perky) Can I hit your head with a rock?
YURINN: (unsure) Is that part of the job?
FAIRY TOADLICK: (To aud) An idiot – perfect!
Now listen; I am planning a special ‘surprise’ for a certain young lady and you can help.
YURINN: Super-duper pooper-scooper!
FAIRY TOADLICK: What?
YURINN: Super-duper pooper-scooper!
FAIRY TOADLICK: (hard stare then) Never EVER say that again.
YURINN: Oakeley-dokely! (Sees her anger and stops) Right. (Mimes zipping lips)
FAIRY TOADLICK: You see these bottles. They’ve been here so long the labels have all fallen off. I
want you to try each of them for me.
YURINN: And tell you what flavour they are?
FAIRY TOADLICK: Err ... If you like. (To aud) One of them is the deadly poison for that foul Princess
‘Beauty’, the others are just magic potions, but I can’t remember which is which.
YURINN: Super-dup... sorry. Eh?! Did you just say - ‘deadly poison’?!
FAIRY TOADLICK: Err........ No. (Gets bottle) Here – try this one.
YURINN: Woh! I’m not as daft as I look!
FAIRY TOADLICK: Well, obviously. Nobody could be that stupid.
YURINN: (Pleased) Oh; thank you.
FAIRY TOADLICK: You’re welcome. Go on; just a small sip.
YURINN: What if it does something horrid to me?
FAIRY TOADLICK: What in your life could possibly get any worse?
YURINN: Fair comment. (Goes to swig then has a thought) Here – have you got an ‘anecdote’ for
this?
FAIRY TOADLICK: An ‘anecdote’?
YURINN: Anecdote? Is that a word?
FAIRY TOADLICK: You mean antidote. (OPTIONAL SECTION) But funnily enough, I do have an
‘anecdote’ about this stuff. Quite funny really. Once I was asked to make two potions for two
different people; one was for a rugby player who wanted big muscular arms to impress the
other players after the match when they were in the showers, and the other was for a beautiful
young woman who wanted – you know (makes large chest gesture by clawing both hands in
front of her)
YURINN: What; arthritis?
FAIRY TOADLICK: No – you know. Big.... (Nods and flickers eyebrows meaningfully) to impress her
boyfriend.
YURINN: (all silly & embarrassed) Oh you! So – what happened?
FAIRY TOADLICK: Put the wrong labels on. Swapped ‘em over.
YURINN: Oh my. Were they cross?
FAIRY TOADLICK: Not really. She’s now a bouncer at LOCAL DISCO - and he said it made him even
more popular in the showers. (Looks thoughtful) Anyway – do I have an antidote? Doh, of
course – here – a bucket full. (Indicates bucket and scoops out a tiny glass of it)
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YURINN: Oh no – more than that. (Scoops larger glass) Larger. (Larger glass) Larger. (Larger glass)
Nope. That one! (Indicates very large tankard or jug)
FAIRY TOADLICK: Are you sure?
YURINN: Best to be safe. Right. Here goes. (Swigs potion; looks increasingly odd, starts to twitch &
grunt; Fairy grabs his rear - a tail appears.) Aargh! Quick – the anecdote! Anecdote! (She throws
the tankard of liquid in his face) What? What?!!
FAIRY TOADLICK: Don’t blame me – I was only going to use the small one.
YURINN: I thought I had to drink it!
FAIRY TOADLICK: Did I say anything about drinking it? (To aud) Did I? Be fair; did I? No. See. Here –
try this bottle.
Drinks. This time an elf or goblin appears. Yurinn rubs eyes and more appear.
FAIRY TOADLICK: What is it?
YURINN: I can see – elves or goblins.
FAIRY TOADLICK: Ah.... (Writes on bottle; speaking slowly as she writes) Stella - Extra – Strong Lager. What are they doing now?
YURINN: Doing? Well, one is showing me its bottom. Aaah! Now they’re dancing!
MUSIC
They do a little dance. At the end another tankard is poured over Yurinn and the elves vanish.
FAIRY TOADLICK: OK. Two left. One is a love potion – whoever drinks it will fall madly in love with
anyone THAT MOVES within the next ten seconds.
YURINN: And the other one?
FAIRY TOADLICK: (solemnly) Isn’t. (Smiles at him) Just a warning though.
YURINN: Oh! (Concerned) What?
FAIRY TOADLICK: The warning’s not for you; it’s for them! (Indicates aud) If this fool takes the
poison: dead in three seconds: (gestures; counting with finger then slamming hand down) one –
two - three – WHAP! BUT! If it’s – the ‘other one’ it will be instant love with the first person who
makes ANY MOVEMENT so, if death doesn’t strike within three seconds you all have to be very
still - or else! Here – drink up!
Yurinn drinks but – despite looking very odd does not die as Fairy T counts down the three seconds.
After three she signals everyone to be still. She freezes but uses fingers to count to ten.
YURINN: Who was that?! Somebody moved! (Down steps / house lights up a bit. After some noisy
searching for their ‘one true love’ the person is found. It could be one of the Front of House
team)
Ah! I have found you! (kneels in front of them)
Now tell me, my beloved, what is your name? (Repeats name several times in rapture) Surely
that is the fairest name ever to walk the earth! At once I will get permission for us to wed.
Who are you here with today? (Finds out and asks their permission to marry. Suitable response –
either: “Yes! Then it shall be this very day” or “No! Alas! Alack! Woe is me! But my love will not
be defeated! We shall.... elope!” or ad-lib)
Until later my beloved; return to / stay here in the safety of your seat and I will make all the
arrangements. (Helps them to the steps – or if still in audience Yurinn returns to steps)
But wait! Here! (Gets giant valentines card with sloppy heart in it: it says “This card can be
exchanged for any item at Refreshments during the interval. Not a joke! Thanks for being a good
sport!”)
Farewell once more, my beloved!
FAIRY TOADLICK: Enough! (Yurinn is still waving & blowing kisses) Enough! I have evil deeds to do!
Antidote! (Splash!) Go and get yourself dried off. (Yurinn exits) (To aud) So – now I have the
poison; but how to get it to the child? I must find out where she is hidden and then – the
slightest drop on her lips - or prick of her finger! - and it will be (Gestures) one – two – three –
WHAP! DEAD!! Evil laugh. (Booing. Pause as exiting) Still rubbish!!
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BLACKOUT

ACT I: SCENE 3: THE SECRET COTTAGE
A beautiful flower garden in a forest clearing.
There is a picket fence at the back and a gate Up
Left. Opposite the gate is a beautiful thatched
cottage Up Right with porch and windows. There is
a bench by the cottage. There are several hedges
for skulking & hiding purposes. There is also a pigsty Down Left and a well Down Right which both
must have a low wall suitable for diving over
purposes yet be deep enough for hiding! A rose arch leads off beside the cottage. (The easiest
option is to build the well off the stage, on a rostrum; this means it is not clogging your wing space
and does not mean moving – as it will be heavy – and is then deep enough to hide in but low
enough to sit on. Easier than it sounds)
FAIRY STARGLOW: (appears from cottage with basket of washing.) Beauty?! Where is she? All this
washing to do and not allowed to use any magic. (To aud) If I use magic then Fairy Toadlick
would find us like a shot. Nearly eighteen years with no magic. Thank goodness for FAMOUS
AGE-DEFYING COSMETIC. OK – washing! Er…
She holds up at least one very distinctive & memorable brightly coloured dress or shirt. She looks
around irritably, and then notices the well. Thinks. Humming she goes to well, one by one drops
the washing in, including huge padded bra; watches it fall out of sight FX: delay then small
echoing splashes. She notices empty basket in hands, thinks and throws that down the well. FX:
second different echoing splash. She rubs her hands together.
FAIRY STARGLOW: Sorted!
PIG: (looking over sty wall; bit of a lout) Ere! I saw that. (The pig has thick round glasses & woolly
hat in football colours but with pig ears) (To piglet) Oy! Cocktail! Did you see that?!
PIGLET: (bobs up: smaller but also thick round glasses & woolly hat; very clever pig) I most certainly
did witness it!
FAIRY STARGLOW: Witness what? (Looks up in sky & all around pretending innocence)
PIG: You silly fairy! You knows perfick what I means!
PIGLET: Indeed – you fully comprehend to what we are alluding!
Beauty enters through rose arch and come to stand unseen behind the fairy.
PIG: Wait till Princess Beauty finds out what you’ve done!
PIGLET: I must agree! Her response when she finds out will be...
FAIRY STARGLOW: Well, Beauty won’t find out. (Closer) Unless ‘someone’ does something... ‘rash’!
PIGLET: Ha! Was that a rather crude threat involving a feeble play on the word ‘rash’ and the
similar sounding word ‘rasher’ with its unfortunate pig-based implications?
FAIRY STARGLOW: (Closer & firmly) It certainly was.
PIGLET: (Shrinks back nervously) Oh. Gulp. Very clever.
Beauty enters from cottage.
BEAUTY: Beauty won’t find out what?
FAIRY STARGLOW: Ooh! Beauty! Nothing at all! (Pigs grunt. To pigs) Shhh! (Back to Beauty) I’m off
into the woods to collect bluebells; do you want to come and help?
BEAUTY: Not me – I’ve got some fishing to do!
FAIRY STARGLOW: Fishing? Lovely! You three - be good! (Exits through gate)
BEAUTY: (To pigs) She’s thrown the washing down the well again, hasn’t she. (They nod) I thought
so. (Goes to well, picks up fishing rod – whose line is already down well) (To aud) Every week it’s
the same – ah! Got something! (Pulls out an item already attached to line) Good start (looks
around) Now, where’s the basket?
PIGLET: Bizarrely that has also been cast down the well!
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BEAUTY: Oh really! (Looks down well) That’s a new one. I’ll see if I can find something else to put
the washing in. (Exits into cottage)
FAIRY TOADLICK & YURINN appear outside gate. If there is booing shush them.
PIG: Aye-aye! Now what? (The pigs dip down and peep over the sty wall)
YURINN: What makes you think this is the place?
FAIRY TOADLICK: Look. (Pushes gate open or lifts sign so aud can read:) “Secret Fairy Hideaway”.
YURINN: Ah. So - once more – we are here because...??
FAIRY TOADLICK: Good grief. Nearly eighteen years I have been explaining this to you! Listen.
(Clearly) We are here so that I can carry out my curse and kill the princess with this deadly
poison (Holds up cocktail). Follow me. (They creep into the garden)
PIGLET: Who’s that? It’s not the usual SALESMAN like’Avon’ lady.
PIG: Dunno. (Alarm) Might be Jehovah’s Witnesses! Hide! (They duck down out of sight)
FAIRY TOADLICK: Get over here and listen. First – the ‘special’ cocktail! (Holds it up. Laughs)
YURINN: Oooh! Can I have a sip?
FAIRY TOADLICK: Well; do you want to turn green, have your eyes pop out, and then drop down
dead? (Gestures) One-two-three-WAPP!
YURINN: (Thinks) Er... decisions, decisions...
FAIRY TOADLICK: Shush! Someone’s coming! (Runs across. Places glass on bench. Runs back) Hide!
There; behind that hedge! (She goes behind out of sight; Yurinn hides in front of the hedge;
Toadlick pops up to look for him; drags him behind hedge)
BEAUTY: (Reappears with suitable old container) This will – ooh! (Puts down container) A drink!
How...? (Looks around. Baddies duck down. Picks drink up and approaches audience) I know! It’s
my birthday tomorrow; I’m going to be 18 years old! It must be a surprise present from Fairy
Starglow. Shall I try a bit? (To aud) What do you think – should I have one little sip? (Goes to sip)
No? Not even just one little bit? (Closer to lips) No? You seem very certain. Alright. I don’t want
to upset Fairy Starglow. (Thinks) I know – I’ll tell her it was so delicious I drank it all in one go!
Where to put it...?
(Sees bush, walks to it, looks around, then empties glass behind hedge. There is a LOUD cry of
distress from Toadlick.) What was that sound?! (Beauty runs downstage to aud) Something not
right here. I’m going back inside! (She does that)
YURINN: (Slowly rises from behind hedge) That didn’t work too well, boss. (Looks around; she is not
beside him) Boss?
FAIRY TOADLICK: (Slowly rises from behind hedge with cocktail over head: growling angrily. It needs
to be thick like custard or it won’t show up. It does not have to be what Beauty actually poured!
That could have been caught in a bucket then smeared on T’s head & face)
YURINN: (Does double take)
FAIRY TOADLICK: Now it’s getting personal. The secret weapon!
YURINN: You don’t mean...?
FAIRY TOADLICK: Yes! (Fetches fake gateau from wings). Chocolate cake!
Toadlick drips poison on it, chuckles, Yurinn tries to take a taste but is slapped back;
she runs, puts cake on bench, chuckles, knocks at door, chuckles, and runs off behind hedge.
Yurinn is still at front of stage; she has to run and grab him. They hide just before BEAUTY: (Enters with poker in hand) Hello? Now I’m getting concerned. I was warned that –
ooooooh: chocolate cake! It does look tempting – but I remember what Fairy Starglow once told
me about another princess, and a poisoned apple. (To aud) What do you think? Should I have a
bit? (Goes to taste) Not even just a tiny bit? (Goes to taste; pigs support aud in calling out)
No – you’re right. (Marches to hedge and drops cake upside down behind it. Another terrible
moan from Toadlick.)
That sound again! (Hurries back indoors)
YURINN: (Rises up) She’s not an easy one to kill, is she, Toady. (No response) Toady?
FAIRY TOADLICK: (Slowly rises with chocolate smeared over head – not necessarily the cake Beauty
dropped! Yurinn jumps.) Grrr... (marches to front) TRIFLE!
YURINN: (recovering from surprise) What?
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FAIRY TOADLICK: Sherry trifle! NOBODY has ever resisted my sherry trifle!
Gets trifle. Drips poison on it, Yurinn tries to scoop a bit but is stopped. Toady chuckles, runs to put
on bench, chuckles, knocks at front door, chuckles, runs off behind hedge.
Yurinn – still at front – smiles and produces a spoon and scuttles to eat trifle.
At last minute Fairy T stops him and they hide.
Pause. Sound of chuckling from unseen Toady.
BEAUTY: (Reappears) Now what? Oooooh – sherry trifle. (Brings it to front) My favourite! This must
be a birthday treat from Fairy Starglow!
(Goes to taste) But... what do you kind people think? Eat it - or dump it in the hedge? Mmm? Eat?
(Goes to taste) Just a tiny bit.
(Goes to taste) Hedge? Eat? Hedge?
So – hedge it is!
(Marches to hedge and dumps it behind. Another terrible moan from Toadlick.)
That sound again! (Front – to aud)
I’m going to find Fairy Starglow! (Hurries offstage)
YURINN: (Rises) I really thought she’d go for that one, Toady. Toady? (Looks around)
FAIRY TOADLICK: (Slowly rises from behind hedge with trifle all over head. Yurinn shrieks.) (In rage)
That’s it – (She walks out & to front) I am going to...
YURINN: (follows) Someone coming!
FAIRY TOADLICK: Hide! Quick – in there! (Indicate pigsty)
YURINN: Not there! That’s the.... (Too late; Toadlick climbs over wall into pigsty and disappears
with a wail. Pigs throw out straw. Fx: squelch.) … pigsty! (Goes to look in but the voices are
closer so Yurinn runs off through rose arch)
FAIRY STARGLOW: This way! (Enters flustered) Nearly there! Here – ‘Fairy Hideaway’. (Opens gate
with much bowing & curtseying) After you, King Brendan; Queen Felicity. Come and see your
daughter! Beauty is nearly fully grown now!
Brendan, Felicity & Peppin 2nd enter (he is now 18 years older of course!)
KING BRENDAN: Thank you, Fairy Starglow. (He is very serious. Comes through gate & looks
around.) You remember Prince Peppin the 2nd of Pimplevania. (They come through gate)
FAIRY STARGLOW: Of course. (Smiles) My - you have grown since I last saw you.
QUEEN FELICITY: Eighteen years ago!
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 2ND: (Bows) I believe I was about five?
QUEEN FELICITY: And you see? He still carries the gift you gave him. (Indicates the sword)
FAIRY STARGLOW: Oh yes – I saw that. (To Brendan)
KING BRENDAN: Ah – this young man was visiting from Pimplevania when we got a message saying
a suspicious pair have been spotted prowling around here!
QUEEN FELICITY: Yes; we must speak to Princess Beauty; she may be in danger.
FAIRY STARGLOW: Oh my! She’s probably inside.
KING BRENDAN: Prince Peppin; tell the coachman we will be just a short while. (Peppin bows
slightly)
They all exit inside except Prince Peppin who exits back through the garden gate. Yurinn appears.
YURINN: Who was that? (Creeps over to sty) Fairy Toadlick? (Looks round at cottage nervously)
Fairy Toa... (Turns back just as Pig appears.) Waah! Toadlick??
PIG: Watcher bro!
PIGLET: (suddenly rising) Delighted to make your acquaintance.
YURINN: (approaches nervously) Toadlick? (She rises covered in “mud” and straw) Waah!! (Jumps
back in alarm then has closer look.) Er.... which one is you?
PIG: Hey! Bloomin’ cheek!
PIGLET: The nerve of it! (The pigs drop back in disgust)
FAIRY TOADLICK: Grr! Get me out of here!
Yurinn starts to tug her out but the cottage door opens & voices are heard; she gets pushed back
into the sty with a wail. Fx: solid squelch.
Yurinn hides.
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Beauty returns from garden.
BEAUTY: No sign of her anywhere. Better finish off here.
Beauty goes to the well and looks in. She gets the fishing line and fishes, deep in thought. Prince
Peppin enters and strolls across to her. She catches something.
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 2ND: You’ve caught something.
BEAUTY: What?
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 2ND: I said, you’ve caught something.
BEAUTY: (Looks at him) Who are you?
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 2ND: Aren’t you going to reel it in before it escapes?
BEAUTY: It won’t do that.
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 2ND: Why not? (Peers into well)
Beauty reels in and a large pair of bloomers comes out, hitting Prince on face?
BEAUTY: That’s why.
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 2ND: (He recovers his composure, smiles at the bloomers, holding them out or
pointing to them. He grins) Yours?
(She pretends to look cross at the idea and puts the fishing rod away)
BEAUTY: And – you are...?
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 2ND: (Embarrassed & flustered) Prince Peppin the 2nd. My father is King Peppin
the First, and my mother is Queen Petronella...
BEAUTY: Ah. (Looks down well again)
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 2ND: And you are, without doubt, Princess Beauty.
(He smiles again as she nods) I was at your christening; only five but I still remember it.
BEAUTY: (Sudden interest) My christening? You remember it?
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 2ND: Of course! Who could forget that?! (Imitates Toadlick) “Princess Beauty – I
give you the gift of - a tragic and early DEATH. A terrible death - before the sun sets on the day
of your 18th birthday!”
FAIRY TOADLICK: (Peers over wall) Nothing like me! (Ducks down quickly as they look round)
BEAUTY: So – it IS all true.
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 2ND: But don’t be afraid – if that evil Fairy tries anything while we’re here...
BEAUTY: You’ll get her with your wooden sword?
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 5TH: Oh, this. (Looks a bit taken aback & embarrassed) I was given this sword at
your christening. (Laughs at the silly idea) It has “magic powers” to help the owner get to “the
one he loves”. It’s soppy. I shouldn’t still carry it.
BEAUTY: I’m sorry; I didn’t realise it was so special. (Looks ashamed) That was rude of me.
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 2ND: No. I suppose it is a bit odd; it should be a real sword and I should be with
my parents, meeting our enemy in Slugovia.
BEAUTY: Your enemy?
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 2ND: King Septimus the Seventh and his horrible daughter ‘Cecily’.
BEAUTY: (Smiles) But then you would not be here.
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 2ND: You’re right. And now I see that I don’t need the sword any more. I mean
(Gets embarrassed) I – er – it’s soppy. (Takes it off. Idea!) I shall give it to someone younger.
(Looks into aud. Sees someone and goes down to them. Ideally a small boy)
Here; what is your name? (Repeats it) Then I use this sword to name you ‘Sir ....’ and I ask you,
Sir ... to guard this sword; to look after it until it’s needed. Will you do this for me?
(If necessary whisper or give note to boy & parent: “Look after this until we need it later on!”)
(Returns to stage)
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 2ND: And! Tomorrow is your 18th birthday! Just one more day to stay out of
trouble then you can return and become a real princess!
BEAUTY: I suppose. I don’t even know what that means. What do real princesses do?
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 2ND: Err – they wave; and open schools; and buy frocks, and – err.
BEAUTY: Is that all?
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 2ND: No – they buy shoes as well!
BEAUTY: I have shoes. (Getting frustrated) Do they do nothing more – useful?
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PRINCE PEPPIN THE 2ND: Well; (brightly) they marry handsome princes and then when they’re
older they get to be king and queen together!
BEAUTY: I want something more than that!
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 2ND: (Disappointed) Oh.
BEAUTY: No, I don’t mean; I mean, oh, what do I mean? (Frustrated again) What do you want to
do?
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 2ND: Me? Easy! I want to be a hero! Save the country, that sort of thing.
BEAUTY: Why can’t a princess be a hero?! I want to be a hero too, and do things –
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 2ND: (cautious) Swim with dolphins?
BEAUTY: Yes! We can be heroes and swim with dolphins – even defy gravity if we want to!
SONG: possibly Defying Gravity from Wicked OR ‘We can be heroes: David Bowie’ (Selected
parts) Change lines above to fit.
They exit through rose arch together.
FAIRY TOADLICK: (Appears again) Yurinn! YURINN! Get me out of here!
YURINN: (Scuttles back) hang on; right! Pull yourself up out of the.... That’s it. (Looks at her filth and
steps back holding nose) Oh my!
FAIRY TOADLICK: Don’t start! You can blame those two! (Pig & Piglet pop up; she glares at them)
Living in filth!
PIG: Here! ‘Ang about! Aint my fault! Pigs don’t choose to live in stinking filth you know!
PIGLET: (hand up) I do – I’m a teenager! (Both duck back down)
YURINN: Come over to the well and clean up.
FAIRY TOADLICK: (Follows to well; looks at shoes) These shoes are ruined! (to audience) Designer
label! LOCAL SHOP
YURINN: Here – rinse them off. Sit on here. (Edge of well) That’s it; now swing your legs over and I’ll
get water and – look out! (Cottage door opens; voices.)
Someone coming! (Yurinn pushes her down well; fx: long echoing scream and distant splash.)
(to aud) Oops! (Looks down well; gives her feeble wave; fx: distant, echoing, indistinct swearing
(to Toadlick) Shush! (Yurinn quickly hides)
KING BRENDAN: (Enters) No – I say get Beauty back to the palace! (Queen Felicity follows him out;
he talks to her in confidence at front of stage) In the village - not a mile from here - they told us
they’d seen an ugly old woman!
FAIRY TOADLICK: Ugly old woman?!!
QUEEN FELICITY: (Looks around nervously) Yes; I think you’re right. There is something strange
about this place. (They all look round to see pigs waving at them) Beauty will be safer back in
the palace, for just one day.
KING BRENDAN: We will keep her in the ballroom and guard her until sunset tomorrow.
FAIRY STARGLOW: Oh my! Perhaps you’re right. (Idea) I could cast… (dances around them) …a circle
of protection about her; it only lasts 24 hours but if she stays inside that she’ll come to no harm.
(Looks about) Where is she?
QUEEN FELICITY: Ah! Look! Over there! With Prince Peppin!
KING BRENDAN: Let’s get her out of here. They exit through rose arch calling her name.
YURINN: (Scuttles to well) Are you still there?
FAIRY TOADLICK: No – I’ve gone jogging! (Yurinn nods and wanders off) Of course I’m still down
here you moron! Get me out!
Yurinn reaches in and pulls Toadlick’s top half into view. She is wearing the horrid bright item of
clothing and giant bra seen being thrown down the well earlier. She spits out water.
YURINN: Oh! You look nice. Is that new?
FAIRY TOADLICK: Is what new? (Notices dress) Aargh! (Raises arms in horror and falls back down
well – scream and splash!)
YURINN: (calls down well) I hope it’s not dry-clean only! Come out now! Try again. (Pulls her up)
FAIRY TOADLICK: (Viciously to Yurinn) Not one word about the dress! Not-one-word!
YURINN: (Steps back. Zips lips to indicate his silence – letting her go in process. Scream. Splash.)
Oops! (She reappears)
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Come on; don’t let go this time! Look out! (Repeat as Fairy S appears. Splash) Yurinn hides
behind well.
FAIRY STARGLOW: Wait for me! (Exits to coach)
YURINN: Quick! (Peers down well, searching) Coee! (Listens & peers) Stop messing about! Where
are you? (Leans forward to peer in looking for her. Helps her up)
FAIRY TOADLICK: You – stand over there. I will get myself out.
Yurinn does as told but they hear the King returning. Toadlick falls back again. Splash
Starglow, Brendan, & Felicity enter.
KING BRENDAN: Come on you two – dangerous here. Quickly; into the carriage!
Starglow, Brendan, & Felicity exit through gate. Beauty & Peppin enter from garden.
BEAUTY: And will you be at my birthday party tomorrow?
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 2ND: Am I invited?
BEAUTY: Maybe. I think you might be. (Looks around sadly) I have been very happy here.
FAIRY TOADLICK: splashing and cursing sounds
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 2ND: I think we should get out of here! (They exit through gate)
Yurinn nervously approaches well, leans in, calls “Hello? Hellooo?!” then Fairy T’s hands grab him
and drag Yurinn in. Fx: double echoing screams & double splashes.
BLACKOUT
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ACT I: SCENE 4: THE TOWER OF FAIRY TOADLICK
Goblins or elves appear among the audience with a lot of noise (so the other two get out the well, unseen in
blackout if needed; or crawl away under stage/rostra through hole in well). The elves are carrying bits of
equipment and start to assemble it on stage. They do this to music in a dance sort of way, with a lot of
giggling. Depending on the complexity of the scene change and the drunkenness of the stage crew this
dance can be extended to fill any gap in timing.
On stage now is a device. It has switches, dials and lights. It may still be in some packaging. Fairy T and
Yurinn arrive.
YURINN: But you’re out of the well and back home now, so stop moaning.
FAIRY TOADLICK: STOP moaning?! STOP?!! I’m just getting started!!
YURINN: What’s this?
FAIRY TOADLICK: Ah-ha: it’s arrived! (Quickly inspects equipment and looks at instruction book)
YURINN: Is it something to make you beautiful?
FAIRY TOADLICK: Mmm? No; it’s – (Thinks) What do you mean by that?
YURINN: (Looks behind, confused) What?
FAIRY TOADLICK: Get over here. (Studies manual) This is a new invention – it is called Elec-Trickery.
Deadly!! But (searches instructions) how do you use it to kill a princess? Pah! It doesn’t tell you
important stuff like that – not a mention! Not even got ‘Princess’ in the index! Can you believe
it?! This thing is useless! (Throws instructions away) Right then. (Presses switch; lights come on;
adjusts dial and there is a humming & dimming of the lights) I need to test it. (Looks thoughtful
then slowly turns to see Yurinn & smiles.) Yurinn! Hold this! (Gives him handle on curly wire).
YURINN: Will this hurt?
FAIRY TOADLICK: (absent-mindedly) No; I won’t feel a thing. (She turns the dial again; Yurinn looks
alarmed then starts to twitch and YODEL. Lights flicker & the hum rises slightly.) Let’s try the
next setting. (Repeat but more; Yurinn makes a louder yodelling sound) Still not enough. (Repeat
but even more). (To Aud) Children – be sure NOT to try this at home. One more go... (Repeat but
lots more; higher yodelling notes).
YURINN: I’m pretty sure I’ve had enough now; thanks for the job but...
FAIRY TOADLICK: You get back there! I had an idea! Orchestra, please. Oy! Yes, you: musical name
like Mozart. Music! You know what.
Orchestra plays intro to a yodelling song such as: ‘The Lonely Goatherd’ from The Sound of Music by
Rogers and Hammerstein. Toadlick sings the verse; for the yodelling bit Fairy T turns the dial and Yurinn
wails/yodels in distress. Much flickering and buzzing.
YURINN: That was horrid!
FAIRY TOADLICK: Don’t be such a baby!
YURINN: You’re right. No hard feelings. (Holds hand out to shake. At last Yurinn minute grabs the
electric rod; much buzzing and light flickering; they both shake and wail and at the big
conclusion there is an electric-style pyro or at least a loud bang, double scream, and a blackout.
BLACKOUT

ACT I: SCENE 5: BALLROOM OF KING BRENDAN:
THE BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION OF PRINCESS BEAUTY
Everyone possible on stage (not Beauty or villains).
HERALD: Your royal highnesses; my lords, ladies and gentlemen; please welcome, after 18
years, the return of the Princess Beauty! (Herald exits soon after this)
BEAUTY: Enters in posh clothes and all bow or curtsey. She curtseys to the King and Queen; then
sees Prince Peppin.
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 2nd: (Bows) Princess Beauty – Happy Birthday!
KING BRENDAN: Welcome back to your home, Beauty! Come in! And – err, stay away from the
windows.
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Fairy Starglow! Come and tell Beauty about the – ‘situation’.
BEAUTY: Situation?
FAIRY STARGLOW: Well – it’s the Evil fairy’s curse. It is only until sunset – about half an hour – but
you have to stay in here where we can see you. Don’t get too worried! (Dancing in big circle) I
have put a circle of protection around this room, so as long as you stay in here Fairy Toadlick
can do nothing to harm you.
QUEEN FELICITY: And we have eighteen years’ worth of birthday presents to give you! (Holds up
cuddly baby toy – the rest of the chorus could do the same – rattles, teddies, baby-grows, etc.)
BEAUTY: But first, I have a present for Prince Peppin, don’t I father!
KING BRENDAN: Indeed, you do: here. (Hands her a real sword that she presents to Peppin)
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 2ND: For me?
BEAUTY: I was very unkind to you yesterday, about the wooden sword; I should have realised that
it had special meaning for you. I hope that this sword will have special meaning of its own.
QUEEN FELICITY: (Happily) Very nice. (She leans toward Brendan) Can you not see? You don’t have
to be a queen to see what’s at the end of your nose!
KING BRENDAN: What? What? What? (Petronella nods at Prince Peppin and Beauty) Eh? You
mean… Peppin and Princess Beauty?
QUEEN FELICITY: Yes. Peppin and Beauty! (they smile)
The Herald rushes in.
HERALD: Sires! Majesties! News! Great news! King Peppin and Queen Petronella are here!
KING BRENDAN: What?! Excellent!
QUEEN FELICITY: (Sees Prince Peppin who is engrossed with Beauty) Peppin. Prince Peppin! Your
mother and father are here!
KING PEPPIN and QUEEN PETRONELLA: Enters excitedly.
Prince Peppin rushes across & greets in an appropriate way.
KING BRENDAN: You’re back so soon, are you alright? Did the peace talks go well?
KING PEPPIN: Yes, yes, yes! Phew. Just let me get my breath back! (Herald pushes chair behind him
and he sits: he sees Peppin talking with Beauty)
KING PEPPIN: Peppin! Peppin!
Peppin brings Beauty to meet his parents.
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 2ND: Mother: father – I want you to …
KING PEPPIN: But first! We have great news: that is what we are here! We have signed a peace
treaty – and as part of it, you are to marry Princess Cecily of Slugovia: daughter of King Septimus
the Seventh!
BEAUTY: Did you know about this?
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 2ND: What? Who? No! I’ve never met her! But I don’t wasnt to…
KING PEPPIN: But you are royalty. You do not get to choose!
QUEEN PETRONELLA: It is all arranged. It will mean peace for all our lands!
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 2ND: Then I will not be a king!
KING BRENDAN: But the peace of all our lands – the lives of our people...
QUEEN PETRONELLA: Peppin – you must understand what this means.
KING PEPPIN: I – I - I don’t know what to say. I just thought… I’m sorry. It never crossed my mind.
BEAUTY: (Holds Peppin’s hands) We understand. (Smiles sadly) I understand.
KING BRENDAN: Peppin. It is for your country.
QUEEN PETRONELLA: It is for our countries we; must make sacrifices.
SONG such as the Anthem from ‘Chess’ by Andrew Lloyd Webber. Started by Kings Peppin &
Brendan then Queen Petronella and full chorus. The music continues quietly then with rising
drama:
At the end Beauty cannot take any more, sobs and flees in tears.
KING BRENDAN: Stop her! Stop her!
FAIRY STARGLOW: She’s outside the circle of protection!
KING BRENDAN: Quick! Everyone! Find the Princess! (All exit quickly)
BLACKOUT
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ACT I: SCENE 6: THE PALACE SPINNING ROOM (front tabs)
There are bulging sacks overflowing and clearly labelled ‘wool’, a stool and an empty spinning
wheel. Suitable music throughout this scene and the next. Two stools for actors to sit on.
YURINN: Well? We’ve been hiding up in this tower all day, and now you’ve only got twenty minutes
left to think of something.
FAIRY TOADLICK: (Snappy) I know! (Thinks) If I could only get this poison to her (shows bottle) – but
that dratted ‘goody-goody’ fairy has her in a circle of protection. There’s no way inside that.
Perhaps if I destroyed the whole castle?! But how? An earthquake? (Beauty has appeared
perhaps in the aud or on the stage some distance away and Yurinn is trying to get Fairy T’s
attention to the fact)
Ah-ha! A dragon! Now ... that might be.... (Yurinn tugs her sleeve madly) What? What?! (Sees
her) Yes! (To aud) I have her! (To Yurinn) Quick! Out of sight! (Bustles Yurinn off stage)
Fairy T quickly gets the poison, looks around and, inspired, sprinkles it on the spinning wheel. She
then sits, starts to spin and sing a tune: the duet Beauty & Prince sang earlier- but very badly!
Beauty hears and looks to see who it is. She stays as far away from Toadlick as possible until the
very last second to build up the tension.
BEAUTY: Who are you? (No reply) Do you work here in the palace? How do you know that tune?
FAIRY TOADLICK: I am just a poor, old wo… (look at audience) – just a gorgeous, young woman who
spins.
BEAUTY: What is it that you spin? I see no wool on this spinning wheel. It is quite empty.
FAIRY TOADLICK: I do not spin wool, my dear. I spin dreams.
BEAUTY: Dreams? (Sadly) Dreams are just for breaking.
FAIRY TOADLICK: Ah; but this spinning wheel takes broken dreams and spins them back, whole and
strong, to last forever. (Pretends to spin then stops) Do you have a broken dream you wish to
spin whole and strong again, my dear?
BEAUTY: My dream is too badly broken to be mended.
FAIRY TOADLICK: Maybe true – maybe not. Come closer. See the wheel spin. Watch it spinning,
spinning. See how sharp the spindle is. Just put your finger to it to share your dream. That’s it. A
little closer; yes – closer still. (Continue as necessary)
BEAUTY: Ow!
FAIRY TOADLICK: (Leaps up) Ha! You are mine, Princess Beauty! One hundred years you will sleep
and then – at sunset on the final day – your ancient body will crumble to dust! Dust! Evil
victorious cackling. Exits
Beauty staggers back onto the main stage and into the panic-stricken ballroom!

ACT I: SCENE 7: BALLROOM AT SUNSET
Some people on stage; the rest rush onstage in concern as soon as possible. Dramatic
music.
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 2ND: There she is! She’s back! Everyone! (Rushes to her) We were so worried!
We thought – what is it? What’s that? (Closer look at finger) Blood?
Beauty staggers.
FAIRY STARGLOW: (Rushes in) She’s here!
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 2ND: Blood! Just a scratch, but...
FAIRY STARGLOW: No! Let me see!
KING BRENDAN: (Rushes in) Where is she? Is she alri...?! Oh no! What is it? What’s the matter with
her?!
BEAUTY: I’m alright. I’ll be.... just let me.... (Collapses into Prince Peppin’s arms. They lay her down)
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 2ND: Is she dead?!
FAIRY STARGLOW: No: it’s Toadlick’s curse!
KING BRENDAN: Where is that woman! Find me Fairy Toadlick! She shall die for this!
FAIRY STARGLOW: Too late for that! Quick – everyone!
QUEEN PETRONELLA: What can you do?!
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FAIRY STARGLOW: She will now sleep for one hundred years.
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 2ND: Don’t be stupid. How can anyone...
FAIRY STARGLOW: There’s no time to explain. King Brendan – you still want to follow our plan?
(Without waiting for reply) Yes? Good. (Turns / crosses quickly) Peppin – you and your parents
must get out of here – now!
KING PEPPIN: But…
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 2ND: I don’t understand! No. I’m not…
FAIRY STARGLOW: Get him out of here!
KING PEPPIN: But…
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 2ND: No! I’m not leaving until…
KING PEPPIN: But…
FAIRY STARGLOW: (To crowd) Anyone not in the royal family – this is your last chance, get out of
the castle NOW! (Some servants run out) (To Peppins) I’m so sorry. OUT! NOW!!!
King Peppin & Queen P drag a protesting Prince off.
FAIRY STARGLOW: Everyone – choose: leave now and never return to this castle again, or stay here
and sleep for a hundred years. Choose now. (They all call out “we stay!”)
Music and lights change. Fairy S dances magically. Recorded voice, as creepy as possible:
“One hundred years this castle sleeps, with magic hid, its secret keeps;
One hundred years no creature wakes; Until true love its silence breaks.
Sleep..... Sleeeep.............. SLEEEEEEP....”
They all slowly fold to the floor and sleep. Lights dim. Fairy S exits.
In the centre of the room one of the sleeping figures slowly rises with its back to the audience. It turns to
show that it is Toadlick. She laughs madly into the slow blackout, her voice echoing on in the dark
theatre. Dramatic chords; curtain closes.
CURTAIN & INTERVAL
DURING THE INTERVAL A LARGE SIGN ON STAGE: “100 YEARS PASS”

ACT II: SCENE 8: THE BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION OF PRINCE PEPPIN 5th
A large inn/hunting lodge in the alpine style, filled with barmaids, drinkers, soldiers, student-types. Also on
stage can be the actors who played King Peppin & Queen Petronella (who died years ago) – in disguise
as bar staff! On stage is Prince Peppin the 5th (Same actor as the 2nd but with/without a moustache or
whatever) plus the entire chorus. Hanging in full sight is a large portrait of King Peppin 1st (as seen in
Scene 1).
Lively song (Drink, drink – from Student Prince, or similar)
FRIEND 1: A toast to Prince Peppin the 5th on his 18th birthday!!
ALL: Prince Peppin the 5th!!
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 5TH: I thank you all. And another toast!
FRIEND 2: Yes! (Eagerly gets new drink)
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 5TH: And a toast to the very first Peppin! (Indicates the portrait) King Peppin
the First – my great, great, grandfather!
ALL: King Peppin the First!!
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 5TH: And...
FRIEND 2: Another toast! (Knocks back last drink & gets another – getting tiddly)
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 5TH: Why not?! A toast from me – to thank you all for this party! And for the
gifts!
FRIEND 1: Ah-ha! And there are more gifts! (Exits to fetch them)
FRIEND 2: Indeed there are! From your father, King whatsisname – Peppin the – the –ah ...!
FRIEND: Fourth.
FRIEND 2: Yes! King Peppin the Fourth. (Drunken confidence) Why didn’t they call them Derek or
Wayne or something easy?
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 5TH: More gifts? But I already had the horse and the...
FRIEND 2: Your father said these were ‘less formal’ gifts.
FRIEND 1: (Returns with a parcel wrapped in plain cloth) Here!
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PRINCE PEPPIN THE 5TH: (Unwraps) A sword! And a scroll. (Looks at sword) This is beautiful; an
antique; it must be a hundred years old! (Friend takes it to look at) What’s this? An old scroll?
(Prince Peppin the 5th comes to the front with friends). It is a letter from – how amazing

– from King Peppin!
FRIEND 2: But which King Peppin – 4, 3, 2...?
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 5TH: (Looks) Err... King Peppin the 2nd!
FRIEND 3: Peppin the Peacemaker – you know: the romantic one! (Dramatic & emotional) Forced
to give up the Princess he loved to marry someone else, to bring our countries a hundred years
of peace.
FRIEND 4: They say the Princess died of a broken heart! (General ‘aahs’ from the sad chorus.) And
her whole family sealed themselves away in their castle, never to be seen again! (General ‘oohs’
from the chorus.)
FRIEND 3: Yeah – like THAT happened!
FRIEND 2: Is the sword his?
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 5TH: Yes – yes, it was. Listen; ‘My dear descendant...
(At this point it would be very cool and not too hard to show a projected film or large TV screen of King
Peppin the 2nd – AS AN OLD MAN – on a suitable disguised screen at the side of the stage, or at the rear.
The letter’s writer could then read it out. If not, then a recording of voice of Peppin 2nd as an old man OR
OR just get Peppin the 5th to read it.)
KING PEPPIN THE 2nd: “My dear descendant; in your hand is a sword that was given to me by a
beautiful and brave young woman called the Princess Beauty. The fates meant that I should
marry her – but the powers that run our land said that I must marry another. (‘Aahs’ from the
chorus.)
“I am sure you have heard this sad tale, about the girl dying of a broken heart. (Pause) But she did
not die; she still lives, not as an old woman, but in an enchanted sleep. And you have the power
to wake her! (Pause)
“Through the years this sword has been passed on – together with this letter – to each prince of
the royal family when they reached 18 years old. Now it passes to you! (Smiles)
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 5TH: Me?!
KING PEPPIN THE 2nd: “Yes, you! If you receive this sword, then it must mean that others have tried
and failed. As soon as you can – you alone, find a way into the castle of King Brendan in the
Kingdom of Tintinabula and wake the girl!
“But if you do not, should the hundred years come to an end, she will wither and die and be
nothing but dust. (Pause) Her fate is now passed into your hands.... (Fades)
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 5TH: (Reading) P.S. Don’t bother taking this sword. Its power is useless against
the terrible evil that waits for you there. Good luck!
FRIEND 1: Wow!
FRIEND 2: Freaky. What are you going to do? Do you even know where this castle is?
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 5TH: Heard of it but... look, (shows scroll) there’s a map!
FRIEND 1: Err – you wouldn’t want us to come too?
FRIEND 2: Gulp – it clearly said “you alone”, (Glares at Friend 1) so... I’m sure you alone can cope
with (stress to Friend 1) that “terrible evil”
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 5TH: But I’m not the hero sort – I mean ...
SONG: SOMETHING LIKE Bonnie Tyler – Holding out for a hero?

ACT II: SCENE 9: THE TOWER OF FAIRY TOADLICK
The boredom scene. The dragon plates.
Yurinn and Toadlick are sitting looking very bored. Toadlick is unchanged but Yurinn has
very long hair over face.
YURINN: What’s the time now?
FAIRY TOADLICK: Ninety-nine years, eleven months and 30 days. Now stop asking me the time
every ten years!
YURINN: (Looks bored again.) I spy with my little eye…
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FAIRY TOADLICK: groans. Not again!
YURINN: Something beginning with...
FAIRY TOADLICK: (Groan) Hair!
YURINN: I didn’t say the letter yet; how did you know it was hair?
FAIRY TOADLICK: Because you’ve said nothing else but ‘hair’ for the last sixty years!
YURINN: Because that’s all I’ve seen for the last sixty years! (Sulks) Your turn!
FAIRY TOADLICK: Alright! Er... (Looks around bored – they will need to read this off something
suitably hidden from the aud though it WAS learnt in Axminster!) I spy with my little eye,
something beginning with: M.I.A.W.T.T.H.G.T.A.P.A.A.S.I.F.A.H.D.A.N.I.W.W.H.P.C.U.O.T.
YURINN: (reading slowly and phonetically.)
M.I.A.W.T.T.H.G.T.A.P.A.A.S.I.F.A.H.D.A.N.I.W.W.H.P.C.U.O.T. ... Hmmmm..... (To aud) Any
suggestions? No? Ummm... Ah-ha! Gottit! Man In Audience Who Thinks That Taking His
Girlfriend To A Panto Is A Suitable Idea For A Hot Date And Now Is Wondering Whether He Put
Clean Underpants On Today.
FAIRY TOADLICK: (Sulks for a moment) Yes! (Looks up at aud, possibly name someone who you
know is there with his girlfriend) And – no, dear – he didn’t put on clean pants; not since last
Sunday.
YURINN: Clean pants once a week, eh? There’s posh. (Long bored silence) I had a bath once.
FAIRY TOADLICK: (Slightly surprised) What – on purpose?!
YURINN: (Thinks) No. More – ‘thrown in’ really.
FAIRY TOADLICK: (Finding it hard to believe) You mean you actually had a bath – in real water – and
you still...
YURINN: Oh no; it wasn’t in water!
FAIRY TOADLICK: Then what was it?!
YURINN: Don’t know really. (Reflects) It had things floating in it!
FAIRY TOADLICK: Good grief.
Bored silence
YURINN: A hundred years is a long time. (More boredom) I think I might pick my nose again
tomorrow.
Fx: STRANGE SOUND, RATHER LOUD. AN ALARM OF SOME SORT. They both leap up.
YURINN: What?!!
FAIRY TOADLICK: It’s the castle! Somebody is trying to get inside! Quick! The magic mirror!
If you have been using a projector, then this is a chance to use it again. A film of Peppin the 5th
climbing through brambles / over rubble – ideally not in bright sunshine!
If not using a projector, then they peer into something magical & pretend.
YURINN: Who is it?
FAIRY TOADLICK: No idea.
YURINN: (Pause) What’s he trying to do?
FAIRY TOADLICK: Stop asking stupid questions! (Keeps staring intently)
YURINN: Right. (Pause) Where does he get his hair cut?
FAIRY TOADLICK: I know who that is! It’s that Prince from Pimplevania! Peppin the - whatever.
YURINN: He’s got lovely short hair.
FAIRY TOADLICK: We must do something! (Looks at Yurinn)
YURINN: (Nods) I could ask him where he gets his hair cut!
FAIRY TOADLICK: No! (Dramatic pose) Release the forces of evil!
YURINN: What?!
FAIRY TOADLICK: Release the forces of evil!!
YURINN: Do they do hair cutting?
FAIRY TOADLICK: No; they’ll stop him getting in and waking the princess! Release them now!
YURINN: What – all of them?
FAIRY TOADLICK: Yes – all of them. (Sudden idea) And we will be there to stop him!
YURINN: What? Go out like this? (Indicates hair)
FAIRY TOADLICK: You will at last see Mighty Blood-Flow Razor-Claws the Skull-Crusher!!
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YURINN: (Goes close & confidential) That’s not a promising name for a hair-dresser. Is he in LOCAL
NAME?
FAIRY TOADLICK: Yes. What? No, it’s not a hair-dresser! Razor-Claws is a dragon!
NB: if you can’t manage a dragon then Razor-Claws is the leader of the gang of goblins seen
earlier. All references to the dragon then become an attacker by goblins! The plates have
goblins on them Though the dragon is easy and looks good!
YURINN: I’ve not noticed him around here? Where is he?
FAIRY TOADLICK: He’s doesn’t live here! I have to use my evil powers to conjure him from the
depths!
YURINN: Super-doop.... Sorry. Forgot.
FAIRY TOADLICK: Quick! The dragon plates! (Yurinn looks vague) Those! (Indicates plates that are
painted with Chinese style images of a dragon) Throw them into space! (Yurinn goes to fling the
plates into the audience but Fairy T hisses “Health and Safety” so he changes and throws them
either out of a door or window or into wings.) Ha-ha!
YURINN: Ha hah hah hah. Now what?
FAIRY TOADLICK: Now we go and watch! Ha hah hah hah. Exits.
YURINN: Right! Ha hah hah hah. Can I get my hair cut now? Exits

ACT II: SCENE 10: OUTSIDE THE ANCIENT CASTLE OF KING BRENDAN
The rescue scene
This can be done with mostly black curtains, with some cut outs of ruins and perhaps the odd dead
tree. A wall of foam blocks ready to be pushed over? Light smoke. Eerie music / sound fx.
Prince Peppin the 5th is there, looking rather nervous.
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 5TH: I know the sword would be no use here – but I’d feel a lot happier if I’d
brought it! What’s that? Who’s there?!
FAIRY TOADLICK: (Wrapped in black cape) Turneth back, brave Prince Peppin. Do not throweth
away your life here. Turn-eth back I say! Turn-eth back or face the forces of evil! Hahahahah!
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 5TH: (to aud) Is that LOCAL OR FAMOUS PERSON?
FAIRY TOADLICK: Turneth backeth, I sayeth to ye! (Conjuring motions to scare him) Evil cometh!
EEEvil cometh!!!
YURINN: (Enters casually, crosses & shakes Prince’s hand) Hello.
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 5TH: (To Yurinn) Hello. Are you the forces of evil?
YURINN: Nah – just need a hair-cut. Think I might have got dandruff though! Look – can you see
any flakes? (Hair checking and chatting about hairdressers)
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 5TH: Can’t see anything; you should use a good conditioner though; I use NAME
OF CONDITIONER
FAIRY TOADLICK: Oy! OY!! Spoiling the moment! Trying to get an atmosphere of fear and tension
here!
YURINN: Sorry.
FAIRY TOADLICK: (Resumes menacing posture & tone) Be-eth warn-ed!
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 5TH: Be-eth warn-ed?!
YURINN: She means ‘be warned’.
FAIRY TOADLICK: No I don’t; that’s how you say it at times like this. Now shut-eth up-eth!
YURINN: Ok-eth! Fair enough-eth. I am off-eth! NAME OF CONDITIONER eh? (Exits)
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 5TH: Look – I’m sure you mean well (Toadlick splutters in horror at this) but I’m
on a mission so, if you’ll just step aside, please, old woman.
Before she can respond he exits. She looks disbelievingly at aud, and then runs into wings. A second
or two later she reappears, pushing him back onstage and holding him tight.
FAIRY TOADLICK: Yes!! A mission that lead-eth to your horrible death-eth! Be-eth warn-ed (Glares
at him) – those who venture-eth within these curse-ed walls will surely...
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PRINCE PEPPIN THE 5TH: OK, OK – I’ve the idea. Thank you for helpful advice, it was very nice of
you.
FAIRY TOADLICK: What?! “Helpful”?! “Nice”?!! I have never been so.... grah! You wait, matey –
you’re going to get yours– eth! (Stamps off in rage)
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 5TH: My – what a grump. Anyway – if she is the worst that... hang on. Now
what? (The elves come on menacingly with music) Elves! (Or goblins if you prefer)
ELF/GOBLIN DANCE. This is spooky and menacing, circling the Prince, but he is not alarmed.
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 5TH: Very nice. Thank you very much. Have you tried Britain’s Got Talent OR
similar?
(The elves/goblins look crestfallen and dejected. They exit bowed.) Oh dear; I hope I didn’t upset
them? This is all very interesting but I don’t really have time to hang around. If this is the best
that the “forces of evil” can manage then... (fx: significant thud and crash. Echoing heavy
footsteps) Ah! Now this sounds a bit more worrying! (He pulls back)
Flickering flame effects light up the side of the stage and a large shadow appears; fx: heavy breathing and
growling as well as the footsteps and crashing. DRAMATIC MUSIC THROUGH ALL THE FOLLOWING.
FAIRY TOADLICK: (appears amongst the smoke) Destroy him! DESTROY HIM!
The dragon (or goblins!) appears. It should be as big as possible. This can be just the front half, supported on
light black-painted rods by puppeteers in black. Its body and legs should be strings of disks, modelled on
the plates from the last scene, strung on rope or lengths of dowel hooked together. The head should have
an opening jaw and possibly eyes that light. It needs one hand or wing that can look as if it can ‘grab’.
There must be just enough smoke. No honest – it’s not that hard!
fx: load roar. Dramatic music / percussion. Quieten for the next bit.
FAIRY TOADLICK: Ha-ha! (Yell!) Now you trembleth before the forces of evil!
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 5TH: Well, yes; I do-eth rather. (He tries to get past the dragon but each time its
head swings down and almost gets him, with much roaring and smoke. He throws bits of wood
or rock at it but to no effect. The elves/goblins could also appear in the smoke to add to the
spectacle if safe.) (To aud) If only I had a sword!
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 2nd: (Voice recording or projection again) “There was a sword! A magical
wooden sword! A hundred years ago I gave it to one who was young; a young warrior. Ask
them! Ask if they still have the sword!”
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 5TH: A sword?! (To aud) Was there a wooden sword? Does anyone still have
this sword?! What? Who? Where?!
Runs into audience to fetch the sword OR summons the child to come up on stage to one SAFE side
to watch him stab the dragon/fight off goblins. It rears up with a terrible roar then buckles and
crushes down.
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 5TH: Dead! (Kneels to young person) Who are you, brave warrior? (Repeats
name; if they forget to say “Sir...” then add it in now) I will be forever in your debt, Sir...
Accompanies young person back to their seat while scenery changes.
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 5TH: And for your reward, Sir.... you may keep this magical weapon! Something
to keep forever to remind you of your bravery this dark night! Good people! Hail the hero of the
day! Sir… (All applaud child) (Prince moves back toward stage.) Now – which way?

ACT II: SCENE 11: INSIDE THE CASTLE
The kiss scene
Music from their duet plays in the background. As he approaches Peppin sings a bit from the song,
softly. Beauty is asleep behind lace or curtains or a piece of scenery that pull back to reveal her
on a flower-covered couch (cobwebs?). It can roll on in front of half-tabs / cloth (stick some
wheels under it). Suitable music, smoke, light.
The Prince is amazed.
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 5TH: This must be her. (Approaches nervously) A hundred years old? I don’t
believe this – but then I never believed in dragons/goblins either. (Goes closer) Hello? Cooee?
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(Closer) She’s very pretty. Hello? Wakey-wakey, Princess! (Closer still) (To aud) She looks very
familiar; like I’ve met her before!
I can see why Peppin the 2nd was so upset not to marry her. She is rather amazing! (Takes her
hand gently) Hi there! (To aud) She’s a very heavy sleeper. I must wake her slowly.
SINGS PART OF THE DUET FROM EARLIER. (Music carries on) Nothing. (To aud) What shall I do?
Shall I slap her face? (Listens) What? Give her a kiss?! Don’t be so soppy. (Listens) Really? Well,
maybe a little one – on the hand. (He lifts her hand and gives it a polite peck. She starts to stir
and he steps back, then, nervously:) Hello?
BEAUTY: Hello? (Slowly) What? Where? (Looks at him) You? Prince Peppin!
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 5TH: Why – yes; I am! How did you – Oh, I see. No – I’m not that Peppin; not
Peppin the 2nd. I am Prince Peppin the 5th!
BEAUTY: What?
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 5TH: Yes. Err – you have been asleep – for a hundred years.
BEAUTY: Asleep? A hundred years? (Thinks & realises) You woke me up! With a kiss?
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 5TH: On the hand! Little peck! Nothing – you know...
BEAUTY: (Suddenly realises) My family! Where are they? Help me up. The ballroom. Quick; this
way.
He supports her as she is wobbly and they go upstage through the tabs / cloth to:

ACT II: SCENE 12: THE THRONE ROOM OF KING BRENDAN
The waking up scene
Everyone from the end of Scene 5 is asleep on the floor (obviously not Queen Petronella or
King Peppin the 1st who are long gone) King Brendan and Queen Felicity are asleep on
thrones.
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 5TH: Are they dead?
BEAUTY: I don’t know. (They check) No – asleep!
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 5TH: You’re right; and is this your father, King Brendan? Hello! King Brendan!
KING BRENDAN: (Starts to wake) Who’s there?! What? I’m not asleep; (gets up) just resting my
eyes; (walks forward) heard every word of the meeting! (is woozy) Oo-er.
Everyone else starts to wake slowly, with suitable noises & stretching. There could be a fart and a
lone voice of “Sorry!”
KING helps the QUEEN awake.
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 5TH: King Brendan; Queen Felicity. (Bows) I am honoured to meet such a
famous and historic figure (Bows to King)
KING BRENDAN: Historic? What are you talking about, Peppin? Historic! (Suddenly) Beauty! Quick!
That evil fairy is around; you must stay here, in the magic circle!
BEAUTY: The evil fairy’s curse is over; one hundred years have passed!
QUEEN FELICITY: My word. (OPTION: To aud: And you’ve all been sat there 100 years?! Have you
got numb bums? OR SOMETHING TOPICAL such “Is .... still married to ...?” or have they sorted
Brexit yet or similar.)
BEAUTY: And this is who we must thank: Prince Peppin the 5th!
KING BRENDAN: Peppin the Fifth?! What happened to the other four?
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 5TH: A 100 years have passed?
KING BRENDAN: A hundred years? (Sudden realisation)
QUEEN FELICITY: That foul Fairy Toadlick! She is to blame for this!
HERALD: She may well have died years ago.
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 5TH: An evil fairy? Is she the DESCRIPTION TO FIT ACTOR one? (They nod.) She’s
still alive – I saw her around here just minutes ago.
KING BRENDAN: My word! Guards! She will pay for this! Guards!!
FAIRY STARGLOW: (enters) Hi all! What’s happening?
BEAUTY: Fairy Starglow! (Crosses to her excitedly) You don’t look a day older!
FAIRY STARGLOW: (touches face; with secrecy) Bit of work – you know...
Oh! But watch out – Fairy Toadlick’s curse is broken but she will not be happy!
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PRINCE PEPPIN THE 5TH: But, this Fairy Toadlick. Surely there is no need to punish her – her curse
has caused no real harm; and if it wasn’t for her ... (looks soppily at Beauty)
FAIRY STARGLOW: Wisely spoken; but don’t forget she still has her magic powers. May be best to
leave her in peace!
KING BRENDAN: I agree, Fairy Starglow: will you find out what Fairy Toadlick is up to now? We will
all relax more if we know she is not plotting some other wickedness!
FAIRY STARGLOW: Indeed. (She bows & dances off)
HERALD: Perhaps, Highness, a celebration is more in order?
KING BRENDAN: Indeed – a celebration! Ooh – but first – a hundred years eh? (Looks
uncomfortable) I really do need to go... you know… (Hurries off) Chorus / sleepers show same
reaction and hurry off. Only Prince & Beauty left.
BEAUTY: Just before I woke up – a dreamt I heard someone singing.
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 5TH: Singing? Er – well – that might have been me. Trying to wake you up.
BEAUTY: But the song – how did you know it?
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 5TH: That song? It’s something our family have sung for...
BEAUTY: For 100 years?
SHORT REPEAT OF DUET
BLACKOUT / HALF TABS

ACT II: SCENE 13
Community song / kiddies’ scene
Yurinn (in finale costume, with hair cut) is in Toadlick tower packing evil plates into a sack
or bag. Good Fairy Starglow enters.
FAIRY STARGLOW: Oy!
YURINN: Wo! Made me jump! Who are you? Do you like my hair?
FAIRY STARGLOW: I am the Good Fairy Starglow and – what? Your hair?
YURINN: I went to ANOTHER LOCAL HAIRDRESSER
FAIRY STARGLOW: Er – very nice? (Goes closer suspiciously) Who are you?
YURINN: Me? Nobody. (Guiltily seems to notice plates in bag) Er – I am from – er – TV
AUCTION STYLE SHOW and we ... er
FAIRY STARGLOW: Hmm. So where is Fairy Toadlick?
YURINN: Not here! I’m getting out – and taking all her magical stuff so she can’t cause any
more trouble!
FAIRY STARGLOW: That’s very good. (Looks at bottles) What are these? Magic spells!
Anything worth keeping? (Reads) “Look like FAMOUS UGLY PERSON/Donald Trump”
(Shudders and throws in bag) “Have a body like FAMOUS ATTRACTIVE PERSON OF
APPROPRIATE SEX” (goes to drop in bag but Yurinn takes it and puts in pocket OR is
given to pianist / usher or local notable in audience) Ah – here’s a good one: “SING LIKE
A POP STAR; JUST ONE DROP ON YOUR HEAD”. (Goes to have a drop on head but
Yurinn is staring & shaking his head) What?
YURINN: You can risk it if you like, but the labels are not always right. Test it first – oh no –
not on me! Get a volunteer. (Nods at aud.) Down there; but – ah – only get a small one.
If it turns them into an ogre it’s easier to deal with small ones. Trust me: got the scars!
FAIRY STARGLOW: Small volunteers. I don’t know. Are there any small volunteers down
there who would like to come up here and see if this magic potion will turn them into a
wonderful singer?
BUSINESS WITH KIDS such as singing
FAIRY STARGLOW: A big clap for our volunteers. Thanks. See you all later! (Exit)
ACT II: SCENE 14: THE THRONE ROOM OF KING BRENDAN
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The Finale
All the royal family from Scene 12 in their finest costumes.
KING BRENDAN: It’s going to take a month to finish dusting this place! And have you seen the size
of the spiders?!
HERALD: No – but I have noticed one thing. I think it is just a matter of time before we have
another union between two royal families.
KING BRENDAN: Eh? A union?
HERALD: A marriage? Uh?! Beauty and Peppin! You must have noticed!
KING BRENDAN: What – romance?! My word! Are you sure? Shush! Here they come!
Beauty and Peppin the 5th enter with Yurinn.
PRINCE PEPPIN THE 5TH: King Brendan! Fairy Starglow found this person lurking. They claim to be a
former worker for Fairy Toadlick!
YURINN: Never got paid though. All I’ve got are these old plates.
KING BRENDAN: Even worse if you helped that evil woman for no reward! I shall throw you in the
dungeon. Guards!
BEAUTY: But wait! That is not the face of an evil person. (Yurinn looks as un-evil as possible. All look
at the very daft smile) I think we can be forgiving. After all, we have our happy ending and
nothing can spoil that now. Nothing at...
EVERYONE SUDDENLY FREEZES EXCEPT YURINN (maybe magical note from orchestra to
coordinate?)
YURINN: That is very gracious of you, you majestic princessness. I thank you from the heart of
my.... heart of my ... what is it? What are you playing at? Is it a party game? (Mimics them
freezing then looks alarmed) That’s enough. Stop messing... (Can play with one actor’s face at
end of line, flicking nose & lips etc. trying to make them laugh. Walks along the line of guests
until...)
FAIRY TOADLICK: (Is already on stage, back to audience; spins to confront Yurrin) Ha!!
YURINN: Wa!! You?! Now what? Leave them alone! The curse is over. You lost; just move on; get
some therapy!
FAIRY TOADLICK: Lost? Lost?! Me? I don’t think so! (Reveals bottle of poison) There is more than
enough left in this poison bottle. One drop on each of their lips will stop them laughing at me ...
just one – tiny - drop. (Dips poison on her finger and moves toward Beauty) You first I think, my
dear.
YURINN: That’s not nice; she was kind to me!
FAIRY TOADLICK: (mimics nastily) ‘She was kind to me’. Pah! Step aside. (He refuses) What are you
going to do, you silly little human? No mortal can harm me! You’re certainly not going to stop
me!
YURINN: Yes. Yes – I am. (Goes to side of stage and clearly throws the plates into wings)
FAIRY TOADLICK: (She pulls Yurinn back and stands with back to wings) What are you doing, you
fool? (Looks alarmed as fx: sound of dragon rises)
DRAMATIC MUSIC. Dragon’s head/goblins appear amidst smoke. Suddenly her spell is broken, the
trance stops and everyone is awake, some shrieking. The dragon/goblins grab at Toadlick.
YURINN: Destroy her! Now! One-two-three-WAP!!
With a terrible wail fairy Toadlick is dragged off to her doom. Lights back to normal.
YURINN: (Triumphant) Super-dooper pooper-scooper!
KING BRENDAN: My friend; (gets sword which alarms Yurinn) kneel, tell me your name and you will
arise a knight!
YURINN: My name? My name is - Yurinn!
KING BRENDAN: Then arise, Sir... Sir… Is ‘Yurinn’ really your name? (Thinks) Perhaps I’ll just buy you
a drink instead, what do you say? (They agree)
HERALD: I think we could all do with a drink – (To principals)
REPRISE OF DRINKING SONG?
WALKDOWN
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YOUNG CHORUS
PUPPETEERS (if not chorus)
ADULT CHORUS
FRIENDS
PIGS
HERALD
QUEEN PETRONELLA & KING PEPPIN with young Peppin the 2nd
KING BRENDAN & QUEEN FELICITY
FAIRY STARGLOW
YURINN
FAIRY TOADLICK
PRINCE PEPPIN & PRINCESS BEAUTY
FINALE SONG
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